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Roadmap for data analysis and simulations: 

from timelines to sky maps



Aims and Scope

1. Present a short review of the status of the field, setting forth the 
Italian expertise (historical and projected in the near future)

2. Provide a minimal technical introduction, without indulging too much 
into details

3. Highlight the main problems, which mostly lay in the “interaction” 
with other pieces of the data pipeline:

a. Joint map-making and calibration, especially in the presence 
of time-domain systematics

b. Computational cost vs accuracy, especially in view of 
simulations

c. Accurate forward propagation of uncertainties, especially 
covariances between estimators 

4. What can we reasonably expect from the future
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CMB simulation pipeline 
• Complex pipeline
• Relies on simulated data: infrastructure is critical
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Status of the art

1. Our expertise relies heavily on the Planck heritage (from “idealistic” 
Level-S to the sophisticated simulation of systemtic effects for LFI 
and HFI)

2. Effort undertaken for CORE, with Italian leadership of the 
simulation/systematic pipeline (Natoli et al, 2017)

3. The forthcoming analysis of LSPE will gather the community around 
a real post Planck experiment. Great occasion to learn…
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Simulations and Data Analaysis 

Carlo Baccigalupi, Paolo Natoli



Outline: 

● Generalities on Component Separation 

● Baseline for B-mode Component Separation 

● Generalities on CMB Lensing 

● Baseline for Reconstruction and de-Lensing 

● I/O for simulations 

● Design and Implementation (TBD)
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● Two approaches in Component Separation: 

– No priors

– Physical Parametrization
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Component Separation



● Two approaches in Component Separation: 

– No priors

● Look for an Internal Linear Combination (ILC) 

minimizing the variance of the linear mixture 

– Physical Parametrization

● Model foreground unknowns and ,t
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Component Separation



● Two approaches in Component Separation: 

– No priors

● Look for an Internal Linear Combination (ILC) minimizing 

the variance of the linear mixture 

– In the pixel domain – SEVEM (CMB) 

– In the needlet domain – NILC (CMB)

– Physical Parametrization

● Model foreground unknowns and ,t

– In the pixel domain – (COMMANDER, 

CMB+Foregrounds)

– In the needlet domain – (SMICA, CMB+Foregrounds) 
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Planck Component Separation



Planck Component Separation



Baseline for B-mode Component Separation

● Casting in a maximum likelihood framework (Brandt et al. 1994, 

Eriksen et al. 2006, Stompor et al. 2009)

● Application to sub-orbital designs (Stivoli et al. 2010)

● Propagation to cosmological parameter estimation (Fantaye et 

al. 2011)

● Optimization scheme for sub-orbital designs proposed (Errard et 

al. 2011)

● Linearization and Fisher matrix for Quick Look Analysis (Errard & 

Stompor 2012)

● Check for e=ects on lensing reconstruction (Fantaye et al. 2012) 
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Lensing and de-Lensing

B
lensing 

= E ⊗ φ
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unlensed 
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lensing



Planck lensing reconstruction



Lensing and de-Lensing

B
lensing 

= E ⊗ φ

B
unlensed 

= B-B
lensing

● External de-Lensing: φ from external tracers 
● Internal de-Lensing: φ from internal lensing reconstruction
● Strong link to astrophysics of infrared and radio sources



Lensing and de-Lensing

B
lensing 

= E ⊗ φ

B
unlensed 

= B-B
lensing

● External de-Lensing: φ from external tracers
● Current approach used in early de-Lensing studies 

● Internal de-Lensing: φ from internal lensing reconstruction
● Likely to be exploited in forthcoming B-mode probes



Planck lensing reconstruction



● Component separation

– Inputs: map-making outputs along with their characterization 

primarily in terms of noise and resolution 

– Outputs: CMB maps, propagated noise from frequency channels, 

characterization of angular resolution, models of foreground residuals 

for power spectrum estimation and likelihood

● De-Lensing: 

– Inputs: CMB and lensing potential maps and their characterization in 

terms of instrumental noise, angular resolution

– Outputs: 

● Computational requirements sub-dominant with respect to earlier stages 

in the analysis
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I/Os
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Roadmap for data analysis and simulations:

power spectrum, likelihood and parameters



Two main approaches

1. Propagation from maps (pixel based)
a. Natural interface with Component Separation
b. Optimal propagation of statistical errors (including 

covariances)
c. No “structural” dependence on simulations 
d. Hard to cope with systematics
e. Prone to noise biasing

2. Power spectrum based
a. Limits model testing to rotational invariant framework
b. Non-optimal propagation of errors
c. Heavy dependence on simulations
d. Easy to cope with systematics (if you can simulate them…)
e. Not prone to biasing.
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Status of the art

1. Heritage from Planck for both approaches, but a “global” fully 
fledged pipeline is still missing.

2. Need to work on the interface with CS and de-lensing
a. Especially to fold in correctly and efficiently their error 

budget
3. The computational side is significant. How many simulations?
4. In the immediate future, lots of possibilities to learn from LSPE
5. On the longer timescale, community growth will likely come from 

S3/S4 efforts, which are US based, and LiteBIRD
6. In this field, progress is historically linked to data availability.  
7. Timescale for draft delivery” about six months. 
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HW/SW infrastructure for future CMB experiments

– Two software environment are available as they have different requirement on 
libraries and amount of core to be used :
• the simulation environment (principally based on Planck LevelS and 

PlanckSkyModel) used to deploy  and run massive simulation.
– Installation is ONGOING.

• the data analysis environment (principally based on Planck standard libraries) 
aimed at development  / running of algorithms necessary to exploit the data 
analysis.
– In late respect plan due to postpone of Planck delivery. Should be available in autumn.

– From the Hardware point of view the following machien has been installed 
and now under test:
• HotCat à 400 Cores HP DL560 G9, Infiniband 40 Gbps, RAM 16 GB/core as main 

computation queue 
• Planck Cluster à 240 cores (Xeon SixCore E5645 2,40Ghz), Infiniband 40 Gbps, 

RAM 6 GB/core for test and development.

– Analysis is ongoing to evaluate the use of GPU (we will acquire a small 
number of GPU and check the efficiency re-writing some high parallelized 
code.

– Slide by Andrea Zacchei


